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Abstract The present study summarizes the preparation

of p-toluenesulfonic acid (p-TsOH) doped PANI/M

(M = Pt, Pd, Ag, and Ni) nanohybrid electrodes and the

activity for hydrogen peroxide generation using the elec-

trodes. The activity depended on the kinds of the metals.

The improvement of durability was suggested in the case of

PANI/Ag and PANI/Ni nanohybrids as compared to that of

PANI. The UV–Vis absorption spectra for the electrode

films gave the information of the redox behavior of PANI

before and after the reactions. The obtained results are

considered to be valuable for the sterilization use.
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1 Introduction

Active oxygen is useful for sterilizing the bacteria and

microbe [1]. Several methods to generate active oxygen or

related species have been developed. Exposing photocata-

lysts such as TiO2 to light is one of the most efficient

methods [2, 3]. Addition of polyaniline (PANI) powder to

pure water was also reported to form active oxygen species

[4]. Another promising method is electrochemical reduc-

tion of molecular oxygen on a cathode electrode [5]. As the

examples of the electrochemical reduction, some reports

described the methods using electrode catalysts with redox-

active conductive polymer PANI [6–8] and the hybrid of

anthraquinone and polypyrrole [9, 10]. In the case of using

PANI as an electrode catalyst, the mechanism to generate

active oxygen species is proposed that PANI is reduced on

a cathode electrode, then the reduced PANI is oxidized by

molecular oxygen, resulting in a superoxide anion radical

(Fig. 1a, where the quantity of superoxide anion radical is

estimated by quantifying the hydrogen peroxide which is

considered to be derived from the disproportionation) [6].

Such a redox catalytic cycle of PANI allows continuous

generation of the superoxide anion radical. Generation of

superoxide anion radical in alkaline aqueous solution was

also reported utilizing a PANI electrode [8]. It was dem-

onstrated that the PANI electrode hybridized with Dawson-

type hetero polyanion can reduce molecular oxygen effi-

ciently to generate hydrogen peroxide [11]. On the other

hand, the synthesis, evaluation and catalytic applications of

PANI/transition metal (M) nanohybrids have been resear-

ched in the previous papers [12–27]. Especially, it has been

reported that the catalyst consisting of poly(2-methox-

yaniline-5-sulfonic acid) (PMAS) with Au nanoparticles is

useful to the aerobic oxidation of alcohols and amines [21,

23–25]. The investigation of these reactions by UV–Vis
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absorption spectroscopy suggested that PMAS performs as

a redox mediator between molecular oxygen and Au

nanoparticles as shown in Fig. 1b [21, 24, 25]. In such

backgrounds, we envisaged that use of a cathode electrode

as an electron source instead of the alcohols and amines

would give an efficient catalytic cycle with the PANI/M

nanohybrids for generation of active oxygen species. The

PANI/M (represented by Pt) nanohybrids are well known

as useful electrode catalysts for oxygen reduction in fuel

cell [28–34], but where molecular oxygen is reduced to

water under the acidic conditions and the investigation has

been less-performed from the viewpoint of the generation

of active oxygen species which arises as intermediates.

Such acidic conditions are not desirable in case of the

antibacterial use from the environmental point of view.

Here, we report the preparation of the electrodes supported

by the proton doped PANI/M (M = Pd, Pt, Ag, and Ni)

nanohybrids and their evaluation for the hydrogen peroxide

generation (Fig. 1c), and found the characteristic behaviors

depending on the kind of metals by UV–Vis absorption

spectroscopy.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials and Method

All reagents were purchased from commercial sources and

used as received without any further purification. PANI was

purchased from Aldrich (emeraldine base, Mw = 7,500–

15,000). UV–Vis absorption spectra were obtained on a

SHIMADZU UV–Vis–NIR SPECTROMETER UV-3150.

Fig. 1 Schematic catalytic cycles for a generation of active oxygen species on the electrode with PANI, b aerobic oxidation of alcohol or amine

by Au nanoparticles and PMAS21, c generation of active oxygen species by proton doped PANI/M nanohybrids
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2.2 Synthesis of the PANI/M Nanohybrids

The synthetic procedure and characterization of PANI/M

(M = Pd and Pt) (M: 10 wt% to PANI) nanohybrids were

reported previously [27]. The PANI/M (M = Ag and Ni)

(M: 10 wt% to PANI) nanohybrids were synthesized by the

similar method as follows: PANI (500 mg) was dissolved

in THF (150 mL) by sonication. To the stirred solution was

dropwise added a solution of AgNO3 (78.7 mg,

0.464 mmol) or NiCl2 (110.4 mg, 0.852 mmol) in THF/

H2O (20/5 mL) at room temperature over *30 min. The

reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for *1 h

to form suspension. A solution of NaBH4 (10 equivalents

to the Mn?) in ethanol (25 mL) was dropwise added to the

suspension over *30 min. The mixture was stirred at room

temperature for *1 h (the mixture was stirred at 60 �C for

3 h for the PANI/Ni nanohybrid). The solvent was evap-

orated, and then H2O (*100 mL) was added. The sus-

pension was sonicated. The mixture was filtered, and the

residue was washed with H2O and dried in vacuo to give

the PANI/M (M = Ag and Ni) nanohybrids (400–500 mg).

2.3 Preparation of the Electrodes

PANI (150 mg) or the PANI/M nanohybrids (150 mg)

were dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (10 g).

p-Toluenesulfonic acid (p-TsOH) was added as a dopant (1

equivalent to the aniline unit of PANI). A 10 wt% solution

(3.0 g) of dipentaerythritol hexaacrylate/2-butoxyethanol

was added to the PANI/M nanohybrid solution as a binder.

The mixtures were spin-coated (500 rpm, 10 s.) on ITO/

glass substrate (5 cm 9 5 cm) and dried at 150 �C for

1 min. The dried film was cured by UV irradiation. The cut

film (5 cm 9 2.5 cm) was used as an electrode.

2.4 Generation of Hydrogen Peroxide

The equipment for the hydrogen peroxide generation is

shown in Fig. 2. The content of hydrogen peroxide was

measured by using semi-quantitative test strip (Quanto-

fixTM Peroxide 25, purchased from MACHEREY–NA-

GEL). Physiological saline (50 g) was used as a solvent.

The applied voltage was fixed to 2.5 V. The content of

hydrogen peroxide was measured after applying voltage for

6 h. Then, the electrode was picked out from the aqueous

solution and dried in vacuo at room temperature for more

than 12 h. And this operation was repeated to test the

repetition durability.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Synthesis

The PANI/M (M = Pt and Pd) (M: 10 wt% to PANI)

nanohybrids were synthesized by the developed template

method, which includes two steps (1) complexation of

metal salts on the PANI template and (2) reduction of metal

Fig. 2 Equipment for the hydrogen peroxide generation
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Fig. 3 UV–Vis absorption

spectra of the electrode films for

PANI and PANI/M nanohybrids

(M = Pd, Pt, Ag, and Ni)
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salts with NaBH4. Their synthetic procedure and charac-

terization are described in the previous report [27]. The

other PANI/M (M = Ag and Ni) nanohybrids (M: 10 wt%

to PANI) were synthesized by the similar method.

3.2 Electrode

Proton doping was performed by adding one equivalent of p-

TsOH to the purple NMP solution of PANI/M (M = Pd, Pt,

Ag, and Ni) nanohybrids. The color of the solutions changed

to green, which is characteristic of the emeraldine salt. A

photo curable dipentaerythritol hexaacrylate was used as a

binder. The film was formed by spin coating of the solution

on ITO electrode and cured with UV irradiation. The thick-

ness of thus-obtained films was 190–230 nm. Figure 3

shows the UV–Vis absorption spectra for each electrode

film. The absorption peaks in the range of 300–350 nm and

450–500 nm are attributable to the p–p* transition of the

benzene ring and polaron absorption, respectively [35].

3.3 Hydrogen Peroxide Generation

Hydrogen peroxide was quantified instead of superoxide

anion radical in the present study because superoxide anion

radical disproportionates to result in hydrogen peroxide [6].

Table 1 shows the concentration of hydrogen peroxide for

each electrode in physiological saline. At first, the gener-

ation of hydrogen peroxide was examined by using the p-

TsOH doped PANI electrode. After applying voltage

(2.5 V) for 6 h, the concentration of hydrogen peroxide in

physiological saline (50 mL) was 2.0 ppm. In order to

investigate the durability, this experiment was repeated five

times. As a result, the concentration of hydrogen peroxide

decreased gradually and became 0 ppm in the fifth cycle.

And the color of electrode film was changed from green to

purple. In the case of the p-TsOH doped PANI/M (M = Pd

and Pt) nanohybrids, the concentration of hydrogen per-

oxide was 3.5 ppm in the first cycle, which is larger than

that generated by using p-TsOH doped PANI in the first

cycle. However, the concentration of hydrogen peroxide

was decreased to 0 ppm in the third cycle in the case of the

p-TsOH doped PANI/M (M = Pd and Pt) nanohybrids. On

the other hands, the p-TsOH doped PANI/M (M = Ag and

Ni) hybrids generated 2 ppm of hydrogen peroxide in the

first cycle, which is almost comparable to that generated by

using p-TsOH doped PANI. The concentration of hydrogen

peroxide was maintained even after the fifth cycle in the

case of the p-TsOH doped PANI/M (M = Ag and Ni)

nanohybrids.

In order to investigate the state of PANI on the electrode

films after the fifth cycle of the experiments, the UV–Vis

absorption spectra were measured for each electrode

(Fig. 4). In the case of the PANI/Pt nanohybrids, the peak

around 450 nm decreased as compared to that before the

reactions. Dedoping of p-TsOH by seeping it into the

aqueous solution and/or reduction of PANI might occur.

The same reasons are considered for decreasing of the

activity in hydrogen peroxide generation for the PANI

electrode as possibilities because the slight decreasing of

the polaron absorption was observed in the spectrum for

Table 1 Concentration of hydrogen peroxide in physiological saline

(50 mL) generated by PANI/M nanohybrid electrodes

Cycle Concentaration of hydrogen peroxide (ppm)

PANI PANI/Pt PANI/Pd PANI/Ag PANI/Ni

1 2 3.5 3.5 2 2

2 1 1 0.5 2 2

3 0.5 0 0 2 2

4 0.5 0 0 1 2

5 0 0 0 1 2
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Fig. 4 UV–Vis absorption

spectra of the electrode films for

PANI and PANI/M (M = Pd,

Pt, Ag, and Ni) nanohybrids

after the fifth cycle of the

hydrogen peroxide generation

experiments
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PANI. In the case of the PANI/Pd nanohybrid, the peak

around 450 nm slightly decreased and the broad peak

around 540 nm slightly increased, which was not observed

before the reactions. This spectrum is relatively similar to

that for the oxidized form of PANI [36]. The electrode

reduction after oxidation of PANI by molecular oxygen

might be inefficient. In the case of PANI/Ag nanohybrid,

the absorption spectra were comparatively similar before

and after the examination. In fact, the generation of

hydrogen peroxide was maintained after the fifth cycle. On

the other hand, the spectral behavior of PANI/Ni one was

different although the generation of hydrogen peroxide was

maintained. In the spectrum after the fifth cycle, the

absorption more than 400 nm became flattened, but the

very broad absorption from 400 to 750 nm is still present.

The peak around 330 nm is attributable to p–p* transition.

This spectrum might suggest the reduced form of PANI

[36], indicating that the reduction of PANI on the electrode

proceeded smoothly in the PANI/Ni nanohybrid system.

4 Conclusion

The present study summarizes the preparation of p-TsOH

doped PANI/M (M = Pt, Pd, Ag, and Ni) nanohybrid

electrodes and the investigation of the activity for hydrogen

peroxide generation using the electrodes. The activity

depended on the kinds of the metals. The improvement of

durability was suggested in the case of PANI/Ag and

PANI/Ni nanohybrids as compared to that of PANI. The

UV–Vis absorption spectra for electrode films gave the

information of the redox behavior of PANI before and after

the reactions. The obtained results are considered to be

valuable for the sterilization use.
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